
 

 

Races 
 

Human 
 Adaptable (2): Start with a bonus Edge you qualify for at character creation. 
 

Ghoul 
 Immune to Disease (1): Ghouls are immune to all diseases that impact humans.  
 Immune to Radiation (2): As creatures born of radiation, ghouls are immune to the danger of radiation, 
experiencing it as a warm glow. This sense allows them to identify and locate radiation sources with a 
Notice roll. 
 Radiation Healing (2): Ghouls in an area of standard background radiation (such as most of the wastes) 
roll natural healing rolls normally. In an area of moderate radiation, they roll a natural healing roll 
once per day. In an area of high radiation, they roll natural healing rolls once per hour.  
 Ugly (-1): Most wastelanders find ghouls to be hideous creatures, and they regularly face prejudice even 
in the most accepting communities. They gain the Ugly hindrance. 
 Weak (-2): The degraded body of a ghoul isn't as strong as an average human. They suffer a -1 penalty to 
all Strength rolls, including melee damage. 
 

Robot 
 Construct (6): +2 to recover from being Shaken, ignore one level of wound modifiers, don't breathe, and 
are immune to disease and poison. Cannot heal naturally, but can be repaired by a Tech roll (ignoring the 
golden hour). 
 Mods (1): Can't use cyberware, but may purchase and install robot modifications to alter their form and 
purpose. 
 Environmental Weakness (Electricity, -1): Robots suffer +4 additional damage from electrical attacks, 
and have a -4 penalty to resist other electrical effects. 
 Outsider Hindrance (Major, -2) Robots are considered to be property throughout the wastes, even those 
that have developed self-awareness over the years. 
 Vow Hindrance (Major, -2) Robots are built with a purpose in mind, and even after all these years, most 
are still trying to fulfill that purpose. Sometimes this results in them seeming mad, such as trying to 
keep a ruined home clean centuries after the owners died. Other robots serve a master who knows how to 
program their loyalty. 
  
Super Mutant 
 Attribute Increase (Strength) (4): Super mutants were created to be strong, and as a result are far more 
physically imposing than humans. They start with a d8 in Strength, and can increase their Strength to 
d12+2 with normal advancement. 
 Immune to Disease (1): The FEV that creates them renders super mutants immune to all diseases that 
impact humans. 
 Radiation Resistance (1): Super mutants are powerfully resistant to the effects of radiation, though 
they're not completely immune to it like ghouls. They gain a +4 bonus to Radiation Resistance. 
 Size +2 (2): Super mutants tower above most other creatures in the wastes. Most stand over 7' tall, even 
with their hunched posture.  
 All Thumbs (-1): Super mutant hands are stubby and awkward, and they have trouble working with high 
technology. They gain the All Thumbs hindrance. 
 Attribute Penalty (Smarts) (-3): The mind of a super mutant is all but destroyed by the process that 
transforms them. They have a -2 penalty on all Smarts rolls they make, and cannot increase their Smarts 
above a d8. Most super mutants have only fragments of memory from before they were changed. 
 Hated (-2): Super mutants are killed on sight in most civilized areas, as most of their kin are 
murderous savages. They suffer a -4 penalty to Charisma with most other wastelanders. 

 
Skills 
 The following changes to skills are in effect for this game. Remove Climbing and Swimming 
(they’re merged into Athletics). Rename Investigation to Research. Remove Tracking (it’s merged 



 

 

into Survival). Remove Gambling and Persuasion (they’re merged into Speech). Repair and Knowledge 
(Computers) are merged into Tech. 
 The full list of skills is as follows. 
 

 Athletics (Strength) 
 Boating (Agility) 
 Driving (Agility) 
 Fighting (Agility) 
 Healing (Smarts) 
 Intimidation (Spirit) 
 Knowledge (Smarts) 
 Lockpicking (Agility) 
 Notice (Smarts) 
 Piloting (Agility) 

 Research (Smarts) 
 Riding (Agility) 
 Shooting (Agility) 
 Speech (Spirit) 
 Stealth (Agility) 
 Streetwise (Smarts) 
 Survival (Smarts) 
 Taunt (Smarts) 
 Tech (Smarts) 
 Throwing (Agility) 

 



 

 

Setting Rules 
 Bottlecaps: Bennies are replaced by Caps, of which there are three kinds (White, Red, and 

Blue). There’s a different document that details how these work. Any Edges, Hindrances, 
and so on that impact Bennies instead impacts Caps. 

 Critical Failure: Wild Cards can’t spend a Cap to modify the results of a critical 
failure (a roll of a 1 on both the trait die and the wild die.) 

 Extra Fatigue: Everyone has three levels of Fatigue (rather than the normal two levels). 
 Radiation Resistance: All characters have an additional derived stat, Radiation 

Resistance. It starts at 2 + ½ Vigor, and is modified by such things as race, Edges, and 
gear. Exposure to some radiation sources, such as weapons, deal radiation damage directly 
rather than being resolved as a radiation hazard. Radiation damage equal to or higher than 
your Rad Resistance causes a level of Fatigue; every 4 over your Rad Resistance causes an 
additional level of Fatigue. This damage can be soaked as normal for damage. Fatigue 
caused by radiation does not go away over time, but can be healed, usually by RadAway or 
the assistance of a wasteland doc. Bonuses to your Radiation Resistance, such as from 
edges, racial bonuses, or equipment also add to any Vigor rolls made to resist ongoing 
radiation hazards. 

 That’s Rough, Buddy: Any Wild Card (hero or NPC) that draws a Deuce for their action card 
draws a Cap. This only takes place when they actually have to act on that Deuce (not if 
they’re on Jet or draw another card with Level Headed, for example). 

 
Hindrances 
 
Core Hindrances in the Fallout Setting 
Bloodthirsty: This is a good hindrance for a former raider - most civilized people will react to 
known raiders with hatred and revulsion, thus the Charisma penalty. 
Clueless: This is a good hindrance to represent a Vault Dweller that’s new to the wastes, as they 
won’t be able to identify common things like ghouls, super mutants, and most mutated wildlife. 
They will likely know more about the world was like before the bombs fell, though. 
Doubting Thomas: This hindrance doesn’t fit in the Fallout setting; this is the default state of 
everyone. 
Habit: The major version of this hindrance represents a character that starts play with an 
addiction. Instead of using the rules in the hindrance, choose an addictive chem (Addiction 0 or 
lower) from the Chems section and use the addiction rules found there if the character loses 
access to it. Note that they don’t start with a supply of their drug of choice; they’ll have to 
pay for it out of starting cash or get access to it another way. 
Outsider: In the Republic, this is most common as a prejudice against tribals, who are seen as 
backwards and not really a part of society. Super mutants and robots have a variation of Outsider 
as part of their racial writeup, and so can’t take this hindrance. 
 
 
New Hindrances 
Addictive Personality (Minor) 
You tend to have trouble saying no to addictive substances, and are gripped by addiction harder 
than most. You suffer a -2 penalty to all rolls to resist or remove addiction. In times of 
stress, you often find yourself turning to chems to make yourself feel better, which can be a 
huge strain on your health, finances, and relationships. 
 
Combat Shock (Minor) 



 

 

Some people freeze up when things get dangerous, and you are one of them. It could be due to 
fear, flashbacks, or something else; whatever the reason, when action cards are dealt in the 
first round of any combat, you must make a Spirit roll or start the combat Shaken. 
 
Falling Feral (Major) 
It's not clearly understood why most ghouls eventually degrade into feral ghouls. But you know 
it's starting to happen to you, and soon. Each game session, draw a card. On a club, you’re 
having a bad time, and may have to make a Smarts roll to avoid acting in a feral manner at some 
point – trying to bite someone, attacking with your claws instead of a weapon, forgetting basic 
skills. If the card is a face card club, your Smarts decreases by a die type permanently. 
 
Rebellious (Minor) 
You don’t take orders well, and resist being told what to do, even if it’s a good idea. You can’t 
gain the benefits of any leadership edges, and suffer a -2 Charisma with anyone in a position of 
authority over you - superiors, authorities, and officious types all tend to react poorly to your 
attitude. 
 
Shaken and Stirred (Major) 
You have trouble recovering in a combat situation, often reacting to danger slower than your 
companions. You suffer a -2 penalty on rolls to recover from Shaken. 
 
Slow (Major) 
Your draw two cards for initiative, and discard the higher one. If a Joker is drawn, ignore this 
Hindrance for the round; you get to act normally on your Joker. You cannot take the Level-Headed 
or Quick hindrances.
 

Edges 
 
Core Edges in the Fallout Setting 
Adept: Not available. 
Arcane Background: Not available, though see the Chemist and Psyker edges below. 
Arcane Resistance / Improved Arcane Resistance: While psykers do exist in the Fallout setting, 
they’re quite rare. These edges are available, but not at all common, and probably not a good 
investment for a hero. However, it would be a good way to represent the Mental Block ability the 
Vault Dweller acquires in Fallout. 
Champion: Not available. 
Connections: Good connections include the Republic of Texas or its cities, the Brotherhood of 
Steel, the Followers of the Apocalypse, one of the larger raider gangs, the Children of Atom, or 
one of the Vaults in the area. 
Gadgeteer: There’s a modified version of this edge below. 
Holy/Unholy Warrior: Not available. 
Mr. Fix It: There’s a modified version of this edge below. 
Noble: This could be appropriate for a member of high society, such as the child of a cattle 
baron or the mayor of a large town. Remember that the Noble edge is supposed to include 
significant responsibilities as well; that’s why it’s two edges in one. 
Rich / Filthy Rich: Not available. Wealth in Fallout is either carried (and thus represented by 
the Geared Up edge below) or tied up in some other enterprise, which includes ongoing 
responsibilities (represented by the Noble edge).  
Wizard: Not available. 
Woodsman: There’s a modified version of this edge below, called Wilderness Man. 
 
New Edges 
Action Boy / Action Girl (Combat) 



 

 

Requirements: Wild Card, Seasoned, Agility d10+, Elan 
You're unusually quick and skilled at doing multiple things at once. Each additional action 
beyond the first imposes only a -1 penalty for you, rather than the normal -2 per additional 
action. 
 
Chemist (Background) 
Requirements: Novice, Knowledge (Chemistry) d6+ 
You know how to make chems, and maintain a stock of ingredients that allow you to create a few 
chems per day. Each day, you can use these gathered chems to produce 5 Complexity worth of chems 
from the list of chems you know. This process takes about an hour. When you select this edge, you 
start with a number of Complexity worth of known chems equal to 1/2 your Knowledge (Chemistry) 
skill (so, for example, a chemist with a d6 in Knowledge (Chemistry) would start with three 
Complexity worth of known chems. You can get more by increasing your Knowledge (Chemistry) or by 
locating them in the wasteland or learning them from other chemists. Unlike lab-produced chems, 
these field chems aren’t stable, and go bad by the next day, so you can’t stockpile them or sell 
them. 
Additionally, as someone who’s used to chems, you gain a +2 bonus on all Vigor rolls to resist or 
recover from chem addiction. 
 
Chem Fiend (Background) 
Requirements: Novice, Vigor d8+ 
You’re well-suited to chems, and they tend to agree with you. You double the duration of any 
chems you take, and gain a +2 bonus to resist any Vigor rolls to avoid comedown effects, if 
applicable. 
 
Extra Chems (Professional) 
Requirements: Chemist, Knowledge (Chemistry) d8+ 
You've developed a good source of additional chems - maybe you've got contacts all over, or found 
a huge supply of raw materials for chems at one point, or know how to gather the best stuff in 
your travels. Whatever the reason, you can produce an additional 5 Complexity worth of chems per 
day. This edge can be selected once per rank. 
 
Experimental Chemist (Professional) 
Requirements: Chemist, Knowledge (Chemistry) d8+ 
You have developed your own combinations of known chems. When making chems for the day, you can 
create a chem that combines the effects (and drawbacks) of any two chems that you know. This 
counts as a single chem with a Complexity one higher than the higher of the two chems. The 
combined chem has an Addiction of the worse drug -1, and lasts for the lower duration of the two 
chems. The user suffers the comedown effects of both drugs after they use it, and can become 
addicted to the unique drug. For example, Doc Fever makes a dose of Psycho-Buff in the morning, a 
combination of Psycho (Addiction -2, Complexity 1) and Buffout (Addiction -2, Complexity 2). This 
is an Addiction -3, Complexity 3 chem that combines all the effects of Buffout and Psycho in one 
horrifically dangerous combat drug that can be taken as a single action. 
 
Flower Child (Background) 
Requirements: Novice 
You're experienced with chems, and know how to avoid the worst side effects. You get over the 
comedown effects of chems in half the normal time, and gain a +2 bonus to Vigor rolls to resist 
or recover from addiction. 
 
Gadgeteer (Professional) 
Requirements: Novice, Smarts d8+, Tech d8+, any science-related Knowledge skill at d6+ 
Your technical savvy allows you to build a machine to handle nearly any situation. 



 

 

Once per game session, you can create a jury-rigged device from spare parts. The device functions 
as a Weird Science device with any one power at or below your rank. It starts with 10 Power 
Points, and once these are used up, the gadget burns out and does not recharge. You must have 
access to some spare parts and about ten minutes to create the gizmo. 
 
Geared Up (Background) 
You start your journey with more gear that most heroes. Perhaps you’re a member of an 
organization that outfitted you, or you’ve found a significant store of Old World technology 
somewhere out in the wastes. Whatever, the cause, you start with 1,000c worth of gear of your 
choice. Any unspent money from this windfall is retained as caps at the start of play. 
 
Glowing One (Racial) 
Requirements: Novice, Ghoul 
You have been heavily infused with radiation, and have become a glowing one. Your skin and eyes 
glow with a greenish cast, and you emit light and radiation wherever you go, generally requiring 
you to stay away from your companions or cause them to suffer exposure to a low radiation hazard 
every hour. You suffer a -2 penalty to Stealth rolls. You can spend a Cap to gather your 
radioactive power and emit a burst of radiation (2d6 radiation damage in a Medium Burst Template, 
centered on you). Other ghouls in that area may immediately make a Vigor roll; if successful they 
heal one Wound. 
  
Mr. Fix-It (Professional) 
Requirements: Novice, Smarts d10+, Tech d8+ 
You add +2 to Tech rolls made to repair an object. With a raise, you halve the time normally 
required for the repair. This means that if a particular repair job already states that a raise 
repairs it in half the time, you could finish the job in one-quarter the time with a raise. 
 
Old School Ghoul (Racial) 
Requirements: Novice, Ghoul 
You are an old ghoul, perhaps even old enough to remember the Old World, before the bombs fell. 
You gain two additional skill points at character creation and a +2 bonus on all Common Knowledge 
rolls as a result of your years of experience. 
 
Psyker (Background) 
Requirements: Novice, Human, Ghoul, or Super Mutant 
You are a psyker, a rare wastelander that has unlocked psychic potential at great cost. This 
functions as Arcane Background (Psionics) from SWD, with the following changes. You must choose 
known powers from the following table; powers chosen must be of your rank or below. 
Heavy Burden: Psykers are rare, and the process that unlocks their potential tends to cause 
severe damage to them. You must choose an additional Major hindrance, subject to Overseer 
approval, to reflect this trauma. You do not gain hindrance points for it. This is to reflect the 
rarity of the gift, as well as its power compared to other edges. 

Rank Powers 
Novice armor, beast friend, blind, bolt, boost/lower trait, confusion, 

deflection, empathy [TBL], fear, mind reading, psychometry [TBL], 
speak language, speed, stun, succor 

Seasoned barrier, disguise, farsight, havoc, invisibility, mental link, probe 
[TBL], pummel, quickness, slow, slumber, soothe [TBL], telekinesis, 
warrior’s gift 

Veteran puppet, thought network [TBL] 
 
Pureblood Mutant (Racial) 
Requirements: Novice, Super Mutant, Vigor d8+ 



 

 

You were nearly free of radiation when transformed into a super mutant (perhaps by the Master 
years ago), or were uniquely suited to the transformation into your current form. Unlike most 
super mutants, you retain your full mental faculties. You do not suffer a -2 penalty on Smarts 
rolls, can increase your Smarts without restriction, and remember your life before the change. 
Other super mutants tend to look to you as a leader, and you gain +2 Charisma when interacting 
with them. 
 
Pyro (Combat) 
Requirements: Novice, Shooting or Throwing d6+ 
You know how to make the most of fiery weapons. You deal +1 damage with any such weapons, and 
increase the chance of targets catching fire or spreading fire by 1 on 1d6 (so, for example, a 
target hit by your Molotov cocktails takes 1d10+1 damage, and they catch fire or spread that fire 
on a 2+ on a d6 rather than on a 3+). 
 
Rad Resistant (Background) 
Requirements: Novice, Vigor d8+ 
You are unusually resistant to the effects of radiation. You get a +4 bonus to Radiation 
Resistance. 
 
Scavver (Professional) 
Requirements: Novice, Notice d6+, Tech d6+ 
Scavvers are experienced in combing through the ruins of the Old World looking for anything that 
could still be useful or valuable. They can find treasure in what others would swear was just an 
empty room, and know how to get in to places they’re not supposed to in order to find loot hidden 
there. They get a +2 bonus to Notice rolls when scavenging, and on a raise on the scavenging roll 
can draw an extra loot card. 
 
Scout (Professional) 
Requirements: Novice, Notice d6+, Survival d6+ 
Scouts have learned to watch the signs and trust their instincts when it comes to navigating the 
wasteland. Any time the Overseer draws a face card when traveling (indicating a random encounter 
has occurred), a scout may make a Notice roll at -2. If successful the scout detects the hazard, 
creature, or situation at the earliest opportunity, likely giving his group time to avoid it or 
at least proceed on their own terms. Don’t forget to remind the Overseer you have this Edge if 
your group is going to be traveling. Additionally, scouts gain a +2 to Notice rolls made to avoid 
surprise in tactical situations. 
 
Security Expert (Professional) 
Requirements: Novice, Lockpicking d6+, Tech d6+ 
Your hero knows how to bypass most security systems easily, and can get into just about any 
protected area. She gets a +2 bonus to Lockpicking rolls, as well as Tech rolls made to hack a 
secure system. She also knows bypass codes for most common automated turret systems; she can make 
a Persuasion roll opposed by the turret’s Notice in order to get a turret to ignore her 
completely unless she attacks it. This roll can only be made once for a given turret or set of 
turrets, and doesn’t work if the turrets are being remotely controlled. 
 
Slugger (Combat) 
Requirements: Strength d8+, Fighting d6+ 
This hero is capable of landing devastating blows with a melee weapon, knocking his opponents 
flying. Whenever he hits with a raise on a melee attack, he may opt to forfeit his extra damage 
and instead make an immediate Push attack. If he’s using a two-handed weapon, he gains a +1 bonus 
on this Push roll. 
 
Texas Ranger (Professional) 



 

 

Requirements: Seasoned, Spirit d8+, Intimidate d6+, Shooting d6+ 
This hero is a full-time member of the Texas Rangers, the long arm of the law in the Republic. As 
a result, he has both legal authority and a responsibility to keep the peace and protect the 
citizens of the Republic. In turn, the Republic will pay him a monthly stipend of 100c and 
provide the hero with a badge, an armored duster, and a heavy revolver pistol known as a Ranger’s 
Special. He can also count on some measure of support from local authorities, and may even be 
able to call upon other Rangers for support in a particularly dire situation. 
 
Wilderness Man (Professional) 
Requirements: Novice, Smarts d6+, Vigor d6+, Notice d6+, Survival d8+ 
Whether they live in the northern Red Wastes or the swamps of Nawlins, wilderness men are used to 
the rigors of the wastelands, and take the worst of the ruined world in stride. They gain a +2 to 
Survival rolls and a +2 bonus to Vigor rolls to resist natural hazards.
 


